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About This Game

Silver Grapple is a fast paced 2D platformer that lets you swing through the air at the speed of sound!
Explore an expansive underground laboratory, buried and abandoned years after the mysterious accident that shut it down.

Save whoever you can in your quest to escape, rocketing through the ruins with your Silver Grappling Hook.
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The smoothest grappling hook you'll ever swing on!

Fast paced challenges that'll leave you leaning into the controls.

An expansive world with 11 environments to explore, from abandoned offices and excavation sites to the quarantined
depths of the strange laboratory.

An original soundtrack straight from the heart of retro consoles, featuring the work of Tom Campbell!

A rich story hidden amongst secret journals and old computers.

Skate on water and run like the wind as you scavenge new powers from the facilities ruins!

Throw your weight around as you master the physics of the Silver Grappling Hook!
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Title: Silver Grapple
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Jamie Rollo, Tom Campbell
Publisher:
Jamie Rollo
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9200M

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English
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Nice R1M I can feel the electronics on this game like the real one. Great, fun game!. good it helps you if you are using a special
type of zoo like forest or savvanah. Finally! Congratulation on the steam release! I have been waiting for this game for a long
time. The aesthetics of this game is so damn awesome! I also agree that the game is a bit underpriced because you've spent
3,500+ hours developing this game already!
Looking forward to the future updates :). The Kaukauna port wine cheese log of shoot 'em ups.. Very fun and a real challenge or
not but its a pretty good game
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Animyst is a huge world and easy to pick up and play, most items can be used for weapons or support and rest can be used to
craft better weapons and equipment. It has a nice old school feel to it and has that eerie humanoid vibe, almost voodoo like.

Pvp in here starts off feeling like your hunting, by following a purple flare that everyone has on them and moving towards said
person to locate and attack them. You have a variety of spells that you can use to attack, defend and also heal yourself while in
combat with another.

The gatherering ascept is pretty easy, just run up to an glowing orb and hit E and its in your inventory and also tells you what
you picked up, pretty much everywhere you go, you will find something of use except in the wide desert areas where things are
lacking of anything but sand.

They are some NPC's\/Mobs to find and attack that surround higher tier items but are limited to dungeon areas which can be
difficult to find. With that said, the huge area can be annoying difficult to traverse because it is so huge and you can get
frustrated feeling like your lost but thankfully you can use a teleport that allows you to go to multiple locations.

Plus you can make bases out of 3 different materials to hold your shrines you so you can gather in peace or even go out and
destroy other ppl's bases and shrines if you like that.

Devs are very active on Discord and communicate often with ppl and show whether they are interested in ideas or not. You will
usually find one of the devs ingame playing along with others, either helping out or attacking you which to me is a good thing
because if a dev is not playing their product why make it. XD

So I have over 300hrs into the game and been playing since late July and this game has changed so much from when I first
started, many of the suggestions put forth by players have been install into the game making it better than before and ofc it can
still continue to go with the help of others that can help make this game even more fun than it is now. Come join the fun of
helping creating something great!. It's kinda like a cross between Desktop Dungeons and other Roguelikes. Enemies stay in
place, and you can challenge them as you please, though obviously some you NEED to fight in order to get to the next floor.
Along the way, you'll earn gold and experience as you gain levels and kill enemies, and you can loot bags/crates/chests for items
and equipment along the way, and collect Stat Gems that permanently increase Stats. When it comes to equipment, they come in
2 type: regular and artifact. Normally when you die in the dungeon, you'll lose ALL progress you made on that run. However
there's an item called the Escape Wings, which will not only return you to the town, but will let you keep all experience and
levels earned, along with all gold and Artifacts and Stat Gems collected. When you escape, all regular items are lost/destroyed,
while Artifacts are kept.

Whenever you gain a level, you get to choose 1 stat to permanently increase, and recieve 3 skill points to spend on the Skill
Tree. The Skill Tree for the most part are passives, like increased damage, defense, magic, mana, health, etc.. Though there are
Spell to get on the Skill Tree that are kept between dungeon runs. Spells like fireball and the like, though there's a few other
utility spells, like one that will turn a regular item into an Artifact.

There are 100 levels in the dungeon, and every 10 levels is a shop to sell your stuff. When you make it to a shop, you'll be able
to start your next run on the previous shop. So, if I made it to the shop on Dungeon Level 20, that means all future runs I have
the option of starting on Dungeon Level 10. There's are pluses to starting at the beginning or an earlier level, like having time to
collect money and items, which is useful if you're low on gold.

There's some other side stuff to do, like quests and secret areas that I won't go anymore into. My only real gripe is that you can't
rebind keys. It's just a personal preference, but I like to keep my fingers planted on the WASD area, so being able to put the
Inventory key on "F" instead of "I" would be a nice touch. You can also play the game using only the mouse, which works great,
though Keyboard works just as nicely.

I definitely recommend this game to anyone who wants a casual roguelike and/or RPG.. Get's the Retro Feel to the core.
It's almost as if they used the same tools here as they used to make NES games 25 years ago.

I fully enjoyed my time spent with this game.
Nice and short but fun thoughout.
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Capcom needs to make more of these types of games.
They also need to release the MM9-10 on PC, but that is another story.
. This is really what I was looking for, I always loved 3D Realms shooters back in the day. Thanks making another one! Some
games made with Build Engine don't play well with mouse look and wide screen but this one does fine. Good level design, bullet
hell, massive gore, weird humor and the key cards.. Really enjoyed this and definitely worth the price tag but i'm still trying to
understand why this is rated 18?!?. Used to play this as a kid and while the controls are a little wonky and need a bit to get used
to, I was so excited when I saw this game on steam.. As I was furiously beating my Johnson to Blues Clues hentai, the pink dog
that was violently getting hammered by the blue dog suddenly turned and stared at me through the screen. It looked into my soul
and it said, "buy Putin VS ISIS on steam because if you don't... I will forcefully shove my dirty anal beeds down your esophagus
so deep it goes into your lower intestine". I said okay and closed the hentai. I bought the game at a whopping 50 cents, so I knew
it was going to be a good one. You open up the game and you're welcomed to choosing your two only language options, English
and Russian. I didn't care about no silly languages and just wanted to play. I chose my language and started playing once and for
all. The gameplay is actually ♥♥♥♥ing beautiful. You play as a jet that is colored the Russian flag, and a big Putin head on it. I
felt excitement bombing the ISIS fighters and trucks. So then I thought to myself... why can't this game be made into anime? I
love this game so much that I wanted to treat my Johnson to some anime of this game. So I contacted rule34 artists to make this
into anime but theres a small problem. I had to sacrifice my blues clues hentai. I knew they were both great things to have, so
instead i'm going to sacrifice myself. I'm going to sacrifice myself so that everyone around the world can have both blues clues
hentai and Putin vs ISIS anime. This is a farewell message. Please, whatever you do, cherish your Putin and ISIS anime because
someone is giving up their own life so that this anime can even exist. Goodbye everyone, and happy wanking your male genitalia
until it molds up to pizza dough. Oh and btw, you need a Titan X graphics card and a i9 Intel CPU to run this.. Pretty little game.
Some levels not exactly intuitive but overall good gaming experience!
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